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Abstract
Laser ablation in liquid has proven to be a universal and green method to synthesize nanocrystals and fabricate functional nanostructures. This study demonstrates
the superiority of femtosecond laser-mediated plasma in enhancing photoredox
of metal cations for controllable fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures in liquid. Through employing upstream high energetic plasma during laser-induced microexplosions, single/three-electron photoreduction of metallic cations can readily occur without chemical reductants or capping agents. Experimental evidences
demonstrate that this process exhibits higher photon utilization efficiency in yield
of colloidal metal nanoparticles than direct irradiation of metallic precursors. Photogenerated hydrated electrons derived from strong ionization of silicon and water are responsible for this enhanced consequences. Furthermore, these metallic
nanoparticles are accessible to self-assemble into nanoplates for silver and nanospheres for gold, favored by surface-tension gradients between laser irradiated
and unirradiated regions. These metallic nanostructures exhibit excellent surfaceenhanced Raman spectroscopy performance in trace detection of Rhodamine 6G
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(R6G), 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA), and mercapto-5-nitrobenzimidazole molecules with high sensitivity (down to 10–12 mol L–1, 30 × 10–15 m for R6G), good reproducibility (relative standard deviation < 7%), and good dual-analyte detection ability with mixture ratios of R6G to 4-MBA ranging from 20 to 0.025. The conceptual
importance of this plasma-enhanced-photochemical process may provide exciting
opportunities in photochemical reactions, plasmofluidics, and material synthesis.
Keywords: femtosecond laser, metallic nanostructures, photoreduction, plasma,
SERS

1. Introduction
Plasmonic nanostructures, capable of strong interaction with incident light by exciting localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR),
have attracted numerous interests in the fields of plasmon-enhanced
spectroscopies,[1] imaging,[2] chemical transformations,[3] and solar energy conversion.[3c,d] Notably, the enhancedelectromagnetic field (“hot
spots”) near plasmonic surfaces because of strong plasmon resonance
coupling fully benefits to magnify the cross-section of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)[1b,c,4] and extended applications.[5]
During these years, cited methods for synthesizing plasmonic nanostructures, such as chemical synthesis,[6] photoreduction,[7] and electron beam lithography,[4d,8] have been developed to facilitate their applications. Whereas the residual photoinitiators and reducing agents
on plasmonic surfaces are always unexpected in biomedical analysis and redox reaction proceeding. To this end, the exploration of
high tunable and surfactant-free approaches in fabricating SERS-active nanostructures is still highly in demand.
In recent two decades, laser ablation in liquid (LAL) has been intensively studied as a green, simple, and versatile method to synthesize
functional nanomaterials with various compositions and morphologies.[ 9] Generally, two categories are typically adopted to synthesize
plasmonic nanostructures: chemical bottom-up and physical topdown.[9c] Photochemical reduction of metal precursors features bottom-up approach to synthesize colloidal nanoparticles.[7a,b,9d,10] By
photolyzing the metal complexes,[11] or by using the photosensitive
regents or photochemically generated intermediates (e.g., hydrated
electrons and radicals from water radiolysis),[7a,10] metal cations could
be photoreduced to neutral atoms or clusters. The top-down method
mainly depends on laser ablation of bulk into nanoparticle dispersions.
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The main mechanisms are based on converting the laser energy
into material plasma or vapor phases, and micro/nano droplets. And
they subsequently quench and react with the surrounding mediums
to form colloidal nanostructures.[9b,c,12b,13] From this technique, numerous newfangled nanostructures with excellent plasmonic properties
have been successfully synthesized with LAL technique by selecting
the appropriate solvents, ligands, and laser parameters, which exhibit
huge potential in plasmonic science and technologies.[9a–d]
But for practical SERS detection, colloidal nanoparticles synthesized
by LAL can still be challenges for producing large and stable enhancement of Raman signals, due to the discrete and random distribution
of hot spots.[1c] Self-assembly of metallic nanoparticles arrays onto a
substrate are usually executed,[4e,14] whereas the poor adhesive forces
to substrates might restrict their practical applications. Recently, incorporating plasmonic structures onto solid substrates by lasers have
been intensively studied for applications on reproducible biochemical
analysis and diagnostics due to their on-demand fabrication features,
which possess huge potential in practical applications.[4b,15] Whereas
the metal bulk targets are always involved,[15b] or the residual photoinitiators and reducing agents during photoreduction/ photopolymerization process may risk lowering signal-to-noise ratio of SERS detections and obstructing some chemical reaction proceeding.[4b,c,15e] From
this aspect, controllable engineering SERS platforms with high sensitivity and good attachment to substrates by LAL without any reductants and capping regents still remain challenges.
In this article, we present the significance of femtosecond laser-mediated plasma in enhancing photosynthesis of plasmonic nanostructures. By employing reductive components (electrons, ions) in plasma
during laser-induced microexplosion, single/multielectron reduction
of metal ions (Ag+ and Au3+) is realized. This process exhibits higher
utilization efficiency of incident photons than direct photoreduction
rections, attributing to more photogenerated hydrated electrons. Notably, reducing and capping regents required in chemical synthesis are
absent during the whole process, which is particularly significant in
biomedical applications. Noteworthily, the irradiated regions are more
hydrophilic than the original surfaces, which favors in situ assemble
of photoreduced metal nanoparticles into plasmonic nanostructures.
These metallic nanostructures exhibit excellent SERS performances
in trace detection of Rhodamine 6G (R6G), 4-mercaptobenzoic acid
[12]
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(4-MBA), and mercapto-5-nitrobenzimidazole (MNBI) molecules with
high sensitivity (down to 10–12 mol L–1), good reproducibility (relative
standard deviation, RSD < 7%), and excellent dual-analyte detection
ability with mixture ratios of R6G to 4-MBA ranging from 20 to 0.025.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Controllable Fabrication of Silver Nanostructures
Arguably, femtosecond laser, featuring ultrashort irradiation period
and ultrahigh intensity, could easily excite abundant free electrons (exceeding ≈1021 cm–3).[16] The high ionization rate (more free electrons)
provides much potentials in synthesizing plasmonic structures, compared with vapor or metal droplets generated by long pulse lasers.[13b]
Generally, abundant high energetic particles generate and rapidly disperse into solvents in a strong shockwave when injecting a femtosecond photon flux. Except for the formation of heavy particles (quantum
dots, nanoparticles, atom clusters, etc.), featuring slow portion during
LAL process, numerous light and/or fast components (ions, electrons,
etc.) are also involved and meritorious for some chemical processes.
[9b,c,13a] In the present work, we aim at figuring out the potential roles of
the fast components in plasma for synthesizing plasmonic nanostructures. The detailed information of the experimental setup is presented
in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). As illustrated in Figure 1a,
strong excitation of valence electrons in silicon by femtosecond laser leads an adiabatic explosion of plasma plume, which carries massive activated species (electrons, ions, atoms, clusters, etc.), and holds
great promise for a designated redox reaction. In the case of AgNO3,
reduction of silver cations (Ag+) occurred at the interface of silicon
plasma and liquid, by trapping the upstream electrons during plasma
expansion to yield neutral particles (Ag0). Meanwhile, laser-induced
silicon plasma could excite water plasma to generate hydrated electrons and radicals to further reduce the Ag+ into silver atoms.[9d] Additionally, the photoreduced nanoparticles are simultaneously partially
sintered onto rippled silicon as the subsequent growth sites of silver
nanostructures by attaching dissociative silver in liquid (Figure 1a2).
Experimentally, the morphologies of plasmonic nanostructures
depend significantly on laser energies. As shown in Figure 1c, the
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Figure 1. Laser-mediated-plasma reduction of AgNO3 at the silicon–water interface. a) Schematic illustration of the experiment mechanism: a1) Reduction of Ag+
at the interface of plasma–liquid by trapping upstream electrons during plasma expansion, or by hydrated electrons and radicals from water radiolysis induced by laser excitation or silicon plasma; a2) Formation of growth sites by sintering reduced
silver particles onto rippled silicon. b) Laser energy dependence of bubble diffusion
distances within a second on irradiation energy of femtosecond laser (other form
factors were the same). Insets: Schematic representations of the Ag-nanostructures
on silicon surfaces. c) The corresponding SEM images of Ag-nanostructures synthesized under different laser energy of: I-0.76 μJ, II-0.64 μJ, III-0.54 μJ, IV-0.46 μJ,
V-0.4 μJ, and VI-0.3 μJ, respectively.

corresponding scanning electron microscope (SEM) morphologies are
displayed: particles on substrate (I and II), nanoplates on blocks (III),
nanoplate clusters (IV), and aligned nanoplates (V and VI). Accordingly,
one could readily tune the morphologies and corresponding coverage fractions by controlling the laser energy, and a lower energy intensity contributes significantly to obtaining dense nanostructures.
To reveal the potential mechanism, the eruption dynamics of plasma
plume have been captured by a commercial charge-coupled device
(CCD) (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Arguably, plasma featuring
high temperature and high pressure will generate temperature and
pressure gradients at the interface of plasma and liquid,[17] and induce
Marangoni flow between them. Plasma plume carrying active species
explode outward from focused volume to the surroundings due to the
established temperature gradient (Marangoni flow), and the diffusion
distances of bubbles increase linearly with laser energy (Figure 1b).
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However, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) demonstrates
that the amount of silver element sintered on silicon depends negatively on the incident laser energies (Figure S3, Supporting Information) due to the much faster expansion of shockwave under high energy excitation. In this work, we pay more attention to synthesizing
plasmonic nanoplates, which possess sharp edges with high curvature
than nanospheres for plasmonic applications.[7b] Therefore, a femtosecond laser with low energy intensity contributes significantly in obtaining such nanostructures. Purposely modulating laser energy down
to 0.5 μJ or less, dense silver nanoplates (AgNPs) with abundant ≈10
nm nanogaps mushroom and overspread the whole irradiated areas.
Studies on plasmonic metals have well documented that electric field
enhancements created at the nanoscale gaps between two adjacent
metallic nanostructures are normally two or more orders of magnitude larger than those generated around isolated ones.[8,18] So these
closely packed ultrathin AgNPs may offer unreserved opportunities
for confining incident electromagnetic radiation to amplify the light–
matter interactions.[4a,8] Moreover, Ag nanostructures match well the
plasmon resonance condition at visible region, which may provide a
handy avenue to tune the LSPR features for plasmonic applications,
especially for surface enhanced spectroscopies.[4a]
The fabrication process of closely packed AgNPs has been experimentally explored. Laser ablation of silicon would generate plasma
and induce rippled structures. Utilizing the highenergetic plasma, silver cations are massively reduced into nanoparticles, with being partly
sintered onto the rippled substrate. As demonstrated in Figure 2b,
Ag atomic clusters (gloss white) are clearly distinguished on Si wafer after irradiation without subsequent growth process, and the corresponding EDS element map demonstrates the existence and distribution of Ag (colored by green, Figure 2h), which will promote the
self-assemble and growth of nanoplates due to the pinning effects.
[19] Figure 2b–e shows the typical SEM images of as prepared AgNPs
at four selected growing times. The stacking densities of AgNPs increase as the growing time is prolonged. The magnified SEM image
reveals the thickness of AgNPs is about 40 ± 10 nm and the existence
of abundant ≈10 nm nanogaps (Figure 2f), which fully benefit plasmonic relevant applications.[4a,20] By comparison, similar AgNPs arrays
are also formed on the substrate with ≈130 nm columnar structures
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Figure 2. Growing process and characterizations of as-prepared AgNPs arrays. a)
Schematic illustration of the anisotropic growth of AgNPs on silicon. b–e) Typical
SEM images of silver nanostructures at different growing time of about 0, 5, 8, and
10 h, respectively. f) The magnified picture of AgNPs. The scale bar is 200 nm. g)
TEM image of cross-section of single AgNP. h) EDS mapping of silver element distribution in (b). The inset is the corresponding EDS spectrum. The scale bar is 1 μm.
i) and j) are the TEM image of AgNPs and the corresponding SAED pattern.

(Figure S4, Supporting Information). Importantly, no silicon element
is detected on AgNPs (Figure S5, Supporting Information), demonstrating the reduction of metal cations by hydrated electrons or radicals in plasma other than silicon atomic clusters.
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In order to figure out the growth mechanism of AgNPs, selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern is collected when the electron
beam is vertically incident to the face of AgNPs. As show in Figure
2j, the green hexagonal spot arrays can be assigned to the 1/3(422)
planes, which should be attributed to the (111) stacking faults parallel
to the (111) surface for AgNPs. The white hexagonal spot arrays can
be attributed to (220) Bragg reflections,[21] which demonstrate that the
asprepared AgNPs are single-crystal with (111) orientation. Therefore,
the formation process of nanoplates can be concluded in Figure 2a.
Briefly, the reduced Ag0 atoms will nucleate on the (110) surface plane
of Ag seeds due to the highest surface energy: (110) 0.953 eV > (100)
0.653 eV > (111) 0.553 eV.[21b,22] And the formed nuclei will preferentially grow with the terminal (111) planes, leading to formation of AgNPs.[21b] However, when the concentration of AgNO3 is high (>0.3 m),
all the surface planes of silver seeds have the chances to adsorb the
extra dissociative Ag0, which will lead to isotropic growth into blocks
(Figure S6, Supporting Information).
2.2. Ultrafast Plasma Enhancing Photoreduction of Metal
Cations
In order to figure out the electron donors for grafting the reduced
silver nanoparticles onto silicon substrate, control experiments were
conducted. 1) Silicon wafer was ablated in deionized water, and then
immersed in AgNO3 solution. Arguably, the silicon–hydrogen (SiH)
bonds have the ability to reduce noble metallic ions.[23] Laser ablation
in liquid risks forming Si—H bond on silicon surface to reduce the silver ions. But no distinguishable Si—H signal from Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (Figure S7, Supporting Information) and no silver nanostructures were observed. 2) Laser irradiation of AgNO3 solution when focusing at about 3 mm above the silicon–liquid interface.
Also no metallic structures were obtained on silicon surface even after
ten days growth, except for Ag nanoparticles (<5 nm) suspended in
the irradiated solution (Figure S8, Supporting Information). Although
silver nitrate can be photoreduced by direct irradiation, the absence
of fixed growing sites failed to assemble Ag nanoparticles into nanoplates. Therefore, reduction of Ag+ by plasma and trapping Ag0 onto
structured silicon are the two prerequisites for fabricating such plasmonic nanostructures on the given substrates.
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Figure 3. Laser-mediated-plasma enhanced reduction of metal cations. a) Comparison of absorption intensity changes between direct photon-reduction and plasmacatalysis reduction of silver nitrate at a fixed incident energy of 0.4 μJ (other form
factors were the same). b) Intensities plotted as a function of laser energy before and
after irradiation. c) The number of transferred electrons by estimating the change
in the absorbance. d) The rate enhancement calculated by dividing plasma-induced
electron transfer by that of photon-reduction process as a function of incident laser
energy. e) Absorption spectroscopy of silicon and deionized water. f) Schematic diagram of Ag0 concentrating to the irradiated area driven by surface tension gradient.

The performances of plasma are further demonstrated detailedly
compared with laser ablation in metallic salt solution. As shown in
Figure 3a, spectrum represents trapped electrons in irradiated AgNO3
solution with a broad absorption peaked at 302 nm.[24] Due to the reduction and nucleation of silver ions, the absorption intensities decreased after direct photoirradiation (“photon”) or plasma-reduction
(“plasma”) process. A significant decrease in the absorption intensity caused by plasma effect was observed over direct photoirradiation, indicating a higher photon utilization efficiency and quantum
yield. It has been established that the intensity of UV–vis spectrum is
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proportional to molar concentration of solutes.[24] One can analyze the
absorption intensity by using the traditional “analog” method to correlate the intensity of one to the known solute concentration, thereby
developing an intensity versus concentration calibration curve (Figure S9, Supporting Information). Thus, we can estimate the number
of moles of electrons, n(e), transferred to Ag+,
n(e) = N × ΔC = N × ΔI × Coriginal/Ioriginal,
by monitoring the decrease in the absorbance. N is the number of
electrons to reduce metal ions (N = 1 for Ag+), ΔC and ΔI are the differences of concentration and absorption intensity before and after
irradiation, respectively, Ioriginal = 0.3559 and Coriginal = 0.05 mol L–1 are
the intensity and concentration of precursor solution (AgNO3), respectively. The intensities and the corresponding intensity changes are experimentally plotted in Figure 3b and Figure S10 (Supporting Information), respectively. Accordingly, the extracted electrons for reduction of
silver cations are quantitatively calculated, and both exhibit linear dependences on the incident laser (Figure 3c), indicating a photochemical reaction rather than a photothermal process.[25] From the slope
of the plot, we obtained a gain value of about 0.05 and 0.054 moles
of electrons per milliwatt of laser energy for photon and plasma, respectively, indicating laser-mediated plasma an additional function in
reduction of silver cations.
In addition, we calculated the ratios of electrons transfer in plasma
reduction to that in photon following the formula: γ(e) = nplasma/nphoton.
As plotted in Figure 3d, laser-mediated plasma can promote the ratios
up to three-times than direct irradiation, which attribute to reduction
of silver ions by the high active species (electrons, ions) involved in
the plasma plume.[9b] Whereas experiment results exceeding our predictions but reasonable that the reduction yields gradually drop to an
identical level, which fundamentally attributed to the terminated differences in energy-dependent photoabsorption between water and
silicon. In order to confirm the conjecture, the absorption spectrum of
silicon and water are conducted. As shown in the Figure 3e, the used
deionized water is of high transparency (absorption <20%), when exciting wavelength locating at around 800 nm (1.55 eV). The raw silicon exhibits significant absorption (>70%) due to the photon energy larger than the bandgap of silicon (1.12 eV). Photoabsorption
by silicon dominates at low laser energy. That is, laser-mediated silicon plasma and silicon plasma-induced water plasma significantly
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contribute to the elevated efficiency for reduction of silver cations.
When at a higher laser energy, the ionization of water by laser excitation will generate water plasma before energetic photons arriving at silicon surface,[26] resulting in the comparable ability in reduction of silver ions. That is, the competition of exciting silicon plasma
or water plasma determines the final structures, which further supports our viewpoints.
In a conventional photocatalysis process, photogenerated electron–
hole pairs will recombine in the bulk or on catalyst surface, or separate and then migrate to surface to participate in given redox reactions.[3c] Unlike such process, we conclude the proposed mechanism
of plasma-catalysis reduction of metal cation as a “trapping” process, where reactions proceed during laser-induced microexplosion.
Generally, the reduction of silver nitrate is accepted as a multiphoton process.[27] Much more external energy is required to exceed the
chemical barriers to trigger the reduction reaction. Actually, Ag+ can
be reduced to Ag0 by capturing an electron from neighboring donors. Active plasma, which carries a flood of high energetic species
(electrons, atomic clusters), can lower the barriers (less external energy) and accelerate the reduction reaction proceeding. That is, the
upstream electrons or ions involved in plasma plume are trapped by
surrounding metal ions, which may open an avenue in plasma technology and other fields.
More importantly, we found that the laser-modified regions were
more hydrophilic (67.8°) than the pristine surface (114.5°) due the
formation of ripple structures, as shown in Figure 3f and Figure S11
(Supporting Information). Arguably, micro/ nanostructured surfaces
exhibit distinct wettability to originals, which could change the microscopic hydrodynamics during self-assembled growth.[28] In our condition, Ag precursors suspended in liquid gradually concentrate and
attach on the seeded surface due to the gradient of surface tension,
and the subsequent Marangoni flow build great feats to the dense
AgNPs formation.[28]
As we know, reduction of Ag+ to Ag0 is to capture single electron
from surroundings. In order to exploit and validate the universality of
the proposed conceptual mechanism to fabricate functional nanomaterials, a redox reaction involving a 3-electron transfer to Au3+ is conducted. Except for a replacement of AgNO3 by HAuCl4, other form factors were the same. As shown in Figure S12 (Supporting Information),
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closely arranged Au microspheres are distinguishable in the SEM images after irradiation. The characteristic lines of Au attribute to the successful reduction of Au3+, which strongly support our basic idea. This
introduced intermediation (silicon plasma) as the extra electron donor
offers benefits for single but also multielectron reduction processes.
2.3. Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) Simulations of Enhanced Electromagnetic Field
Generally, SERS hot spots are generated by morphology dependent
electromagnetic (EM) field confined between the adjacent plasmonic
components or high-curvature sites.[1b,4b,6b,8] Therefore, the SERS sensitivity can be significantly improved by decorating the plasmonic
components with abundant nanogaps and sharp corners.[4a] The selfassembly process of AgNPs driven by surface tension gradient is
unconstrained, enabling the emergence of multifarious AgNPs. As
schematically shown in Figure 4a, AgNPs graft on silicon surface at
different angles and orientations. Bundles of parallel-aligned AgNPs
are interlaced together in Figure 4b, and the combination of nanogaps
and joints may endow huge potentials in SERS enhancements for biosensors. For studying the effect of AgNPs arrays on the enhancement
and distribution of the electromagnetic field on aligned NPs, FDTD
simulations were performed on coupled, isolated, and cross-linked
AgNPs. As shown in Figure 4d, EM field enhancements are observed
at the nanogaps between the adjacent AgNPs. The electromagnetic
enhancements are critically dependent on the gaps of adjacent AgNPs. The maximum enhancement of EM field was estimated to be 144
when the gap decreased to 10 nm, an enhancement of around 1.99
and 27.5 compared to the cases of 20 and 50 nm, respectively. The
simulation results also reveal that the enhanced electromagnetic field
peaked to about 7.9 at the sharp corners (Figure 4e), and exceeding
5 in the cross (Figure 4f). Meanwhile, the enhanced field decreases
rapidly away from the AgNPs–air interfaces. We calculated the maximum values locating at interfaces (0 nm), but smaller values at above
(10 nm) and below (–10 nm) the interface (Figure 4f). More detailed
simulations demonstrated that the maximum enhancements also depend on the angles between laser polarizations and longitudinal orientation of AgNPs (Figure S13, Supporting Information). Accordingly,
this huge enhanced field induced by LSPR may offer full opportunities
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Figure 4. Plasmonic properties of aligned AgNPs. a) Schematic diagram and b) SEM
image of AgNPs arrays. c) The UV–vis spectrum of the AgNPs arrays. d–f) FDTD simulations of electromagnetic enhancement of d) coupled, e) isolated, and f) 30° crosslinked AgNPs. The incident laser wavelength in the simulations is 633 nm.

to amplify the Raman scattering of biochemical molecules near metal
nanostructures, even when trace analyte detection down to few-tosingle molecule level.
Furthermore, we carefully examine the optical properties of the substrates with different densities of AgNPs arrays. As shown in Figure 4c,
the Ag nanoplates arrays possess strong absorption in the visible region, and the plasmon absorption band peaking at 395 and 440 nm can
be observed. Notably, the surface plasmon absorption bands are significantly broadened across the whole visible region (0.56 for 440 nm and
0.347 for 633 nm). Therefore, the Raman intensity of the detected molecules will be significantly enhanced when the frequencies of the impinged Raman lasers locate at the region of the broad absorption band
of AgNPs arrays through exciting surface plasmon resonance (SPR).
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2.4. High Sensitive and Dual-Analyte SERS Detections on Silver
NPs Arrays
In order to expose the superior plasmonic characters, the prepared
AgNPs pairs are used for detecting R6G, MNBI, and 4-MBA. R6G is
representative probe molecule in Raman detection experiments due
to its high Raman scattering cross-section. The characteristic lines of
R6G can be clearly identified in Figure 5a, where 606 and 765 cm–1
peaks are assigned to C—C—C ring in-plane, out-of-plane bending,
and C—H in-plane bending vibrations, respectively, and the bands
locating at 1122, 1176, 1355, 1503, 1567, and 1643 cm–1 are associated with symmetric modes of in-plane C—C stretching vibrations.
[29] To pursue the maximum sensitivity, we compared the SERS results
of silver nanostructures with different growth time. As shown in Figure S14 (Supporting Information), the SERS intensities of R6G (≈1643
cm–1) increase with the prolonging of growth time, which can attribute this enhancement to the increase of density of AgNPs and nanogaps between them, and the enhanced absorption of Raman laser (Figure 4c). Therefore, AgNPs array are employed to evaluate the
SERS performances.
As shown in Figure 5b, the AgNP array exhibits high sensitivity toward R6G ranging from picomole (pm) to millimole (mm). The calibration curve ranging from 10–9 to 10–3 m is relatively monotonic to
annalyte concentration. Whereas this linearity is lost at higher concentrations (>1 × 10–3 m) or lower ones (<1 × 10–9 m). The limit of detection (LOD) was measured to be about 3 × 10–12 m (≈1.44 mg m–3) for
the AgNPs arrays. And the SERS substrate can keep high sensitivity
when stored in water under dark environment for two months (Figure
S15, Supporting Information). Meanwhile, to demonstrate the reproducibility of the AgNPs arrays, SERS mapping of R6G with a concentration of 3 × 10–6 m was recorded on a 80 μm × 80 μm area (Figure
5c). The RSD of the peak intensities at 1643 cm–1 was calculated to be
5.3%, confirming excellent uniformity of SERS signals. The limits of
detection of R6G molecules have been compared with a commercial
SERS chip (Figure S16, Supporting Information). The as-prepared AgNPs arrays exhibit better SERS performances of sensitivity (six times
enhancement) and uniformity (RSD = 6.3%) than the as-purchased
commercial one (RSD = 21.7%).
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Figure 5. SERS detections of environmental pollutants with the AgNPs arrays. a)
SERS spectrum of 3 × 10–6 m Rhodamine 6G (R6G) in aqueous solution. b) Peak intensities at 1643 cm–1 band plotted as the function of the logarithm of R6G concentration. c) SERS mapping of R6G (1643 cm–1) at a concentration of 3 × 10–6 m on
randomly selected 80 μm × 80 μm area. d) SERS spectrum of 6.5 × 10–6 m 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA) aqueous solution. e) Peak intensities at 1590 cm–1 band as
the function of the logarithm of 4-MBA concentration. f) SERS mapping of 4-MBA
(1590 cm–1) with a concentration of 6.5 × 10–6 m on randomly selected 80 μm × 80
μm area.

Furthermore, the as-prepared SERS substrates were employed to
detect the MNBI, a low Raman scattering crosssection analyte. As presented in Figure S17 (Supporting Information), a concentration down
to 51 × 10–12 m has been successfully detected, displaying huge potentials in biochemical detections. Also an organic molecule of 4-MBA,
which has strong chemical interactions with metal surfaces due to the
existence of a thiol group and a carboxylic acid, is selected as the target analyte to study the SERS sensitivity of AgNPs. Seven characteristic peaks of 4-MBA are distinguished in the SERS spectrum, as shown
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in Figure 5d. Two peaks of 1590 and 1180 cm–1 dominated in the SERS
spectrum are the ν8a and ν12 aromatic ring vibrations, respectively;
while other peaks at ≈1150 and ≈1180 cm–1 are assigned to the C—H
deformation vibrations.[30] Also, the as prepared SERS substrates display wide detection range between tens picomole (pm) to millimole
(mm) (Figure 5e). And the monotonic relationship to annalyte concentration from 10–7 to 10–2 m is analyzed. Meanwhile, the LOD on AgNPs
was also established, and the detection concentration can be lowered
to about 65 × 10–12 m, demonstrating excellent low concentration detection ability. The corresponding RSD of the peak intensities at 1590
cm–1 was calculated to be 6.8% (Figure 5f).
Generally, the intensity of Raman signals depends mainly on the
inherent Raman scattering cross-section of molecules, optical absorption band of molecules and Raman substrate, and excitation
wavelength of Raman laser. The maximum Raman signal can be obtained when the absorption frequencies among the detected molecules, Raman substrate, and Raman laser are overlapped or even
in equivalence, due to the excitation of SPR effect.[1b,4c] As shown in
Figure S18a (Supporting Information), the comparison of signal intensity of R6G molecules under 633 and 532 nm Raman excitation,
respectively, has been presented. The limit of detection ability can
be lowered down to 30 × 10–15 m, which has improved by two orders of magnitude. This may be attributed to the larger absorption
(10%) of 532 nm photon than that for 633 nm by AgNPs arrays (Figure 4c), and resonant absorption of 532 nm photons by R6G molecules (Figure S18c, Supporting Information). And also, this improvement in signal intensity can also be observed in the case of 4-MBA
(Figure S18b, Supporting Information), due to the enhanced absorption of 532 nm light (Figure 4c).
Actually, in a real environment, the contaminated samples may
contain a mixture of pollutants that need to be identified, as signals
from molecules with larger molar ratio can swamp these from lower
one.[4b,c,31] Therefore, the ordered AgNPs arrays were used to detect
a mixture of 3 × 10–9 m Rhodamine 6G and 6.5 × 10–9 m 4-mercaptobenzoic acid in ethanol. Spectra containing both Raman reporters
with a signal-to-noise ratio exceeding 3:1 were counted as true positives. The dependence of the mole ratios on the SERS intensity of the
two selected analytes (R6G and 4-MBA) is concluded in Figure 6a–c,
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Figure 6. Dual-analyte detection of environmental pollutants using the AgNPs arrays for a mole ratio (R6G/4-MBA) of a) 20:1, b) 1:2, and c) 1:40. e,f) The amplified
overlapped peaks correspond in (a), (b), and (c), respectively.

for mole ratios of 20:1, 1:2 and 1:40, respectively. Among all spectra,
the characteristic lines of the both analytes could be observed and
detected on each upper two panels. However, characteristic bands of
4-MBA (1590 and 1080 cm–1) are too close with these of R6G (1176
and 1567 cm–1) to be easily distinguished. We presume that the vibrational bands feature Gaussian profiles, so that we could figure out the
intensity ratios between R6G and 4-MBA by peak fitting with Gaussian lines. As shown in Figure 6d–f, the characteristic lines of R6G and
4-MBA can be analyzed by decomposing the neighboring or overlapped peaks with Gaussian mode. The good sensitivities of AgNPs
arrays exhibit promising protential for trace multianalytes monitors,
even featuring similar Raman lines.
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3. Conclusions
In summary, we propose a general strategy for in situ fabrication of
metallic nanostructures via laser ablation at solid–liquid interface. The
significance of laser-mediated plasma in the reduction of metal ions
is highlighted. By trapping the upstream electrons during plasma by
metal precursors, erupted reduction of metal cations into nanoparticles occurred through single/multielectron process, exhibiting higher
photon utilization efficiency in formation of colloidal metal nanoparticles over conventional photoreduction process. Furthermore, favored by surface-tension gradient between laser irradiated and unirradiated regions, these photosynthetic metallic nanoparticles are
accessible to selfassemble into nanoplates for silver and nanospheres
for gold. These metallic nanostructures exhibit excellent SERS performances in trace detection of R6G, 4-MBA, and MNBI molecules
with high sensitivity (down to 10–12 mol L–1) and reproducibility (RSD
< 7%), and good dual-analyte detection ability with mixture ratios of
R6G to 4-MBA ranging from 20 to 0.025. The synthetic role of plasma
and customized surface-tension gradient in controllable preparation
of metal nanostructures by direct laser writing method could provide
exciting opportunities in photochemical reactions, plasmofluidic, and
material synthesis.
4. Experimental Section
Fabrication of AgNPs: AgNO3 solution with concentration of 0.05
m L–1 provided raw material for preparation of Ag nanostructures. Ndoped Si wafers were treated by an ethanol solution of FAS-17 (1.0
wt %) for 5 h, and then heated at 140° for 1 h. Direct-laser-writing
method was conducted using a planoconvex lens (f = 100 mm) setup
equipped with a NIR fs laser (Specta Physics, Inc. 800 nm, 35 fs, 1 kHz)
and a highprecision six-axis translation stage (M-840.5DG, PI, Inc.). The
machining process was monitored by a CCD. For more detailed information, see Figure S1 of the Supporting Information. Therein precise
control of focusing positions at silicon–liquid interface and processing parameters (scan speed and laser energy) are important for fabrication of these structures. The postirradiated samples experience a
free growth process with controlled time to obtain AgNPs.
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Characterization of AgNPs: The surface morphology and EDS were
conducted by a SEM (FEI Quanta 200 FEG). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained on a JEM-2100. The ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) spectra were measured using an Agilent Cary-5000
spectrophotometer. The wettability of the samples was investigated
with an optical angle-measuring device (OCA 15 Plus, Data Physics
Instruments).
SERS Performances of AgNPs: Raman spectra were collected by a
Renishaw InVia Reflex spectrometer with a 633 nm light source. For
typical Raman tests, SERS chips dip in the analyte solutions to ensure
the adsorption–desorption equilibrium between analyte (MNBI, R6G,
and 4-MBA) and plasmonic nanostructures before experiments.
Supporting Information follows the References.
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Supplementary figures

Figure S1 (a) Optical setup of the FsLDW. S is the shutter, A is the attenuator to control the
laser power, FP is the filter plate, DM is the dichroic mirror, M is the ultrafast mirror, and L is
the plano-convex lens (f = 100 mm). (b) Self-assembly of Ag species into Ag NPs when
stored in the dark.

Figure S2 Pictures of plasma plume erupted from laser spots captured by a commercial CCD
at different laser power of (a) 0.3 mW, (b) 0.4 mW, (c) 0.46 mW, (d) 0.54 mW, (e) 0.64 mW,
and (f) 0.76mW. The pictures are captured after one second when laser pulses terminated. The
scale bars are 200 m.
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Figure S3 The energy dependence of the amount of Ag seeds sintered onto structured Si
substrate. The insets are the corresponding EDS spectrum.

Figure S4 (a) and (b) are the processing methods for the fabrication of ripple and columnar
structures. (c) and (d) are the corresponding SEM images. (e) and (f) are the AgNPs arrays
after growth time of 10 hours on ripple and columnar structures, respectively.

Figure S5 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) of dense AgNPs. No silicon element
is detected (the signal of silicon is marked by red dashed line).

2

Figure S6 The influences of morphologies of silver nanostructures on AgNO3 concentration:
(a) 0.01 M, (b) 0.03 M, (c) 0.05 M, (d) 0.1 M, (e) 0.3 M, and (f) 0.5 M.

Figure S7 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum of post-irradiated silicon at laser
energy of (a) 0.3mW and (b) 0.65mW. Other processing parameters were the same. No
distinguishable signals of Si-H bonding (~ 2100 cm-1) are presented.

Figure S8 TEM of reduced Ag nanoparticles by direct 800 nm pulsed laser irradiation in 0.05
mol/L.
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Calibrating AgNO3 concentration as a function of absorption intensity. The UV-vis
absorption

measurements

were

performed

via

Varian

Cary

5000

UV-Vis-NIR

spectrophotometer. The samples were placed in optically transparent 1 cm × 1 cm quartz cells.
The quartz cells were carefully cleaned alternately using acetone, ethanol and distilled water
in order to guarantee the reliability of the obtained data. Five independent measurements are
averaged per data. We calibrated precisely the silver concentration as a function of absorption
intensity: ∂[Ag+]/∂I = K = 0.131 mol·L-1, which corresponds to a linear behavior.
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Figure S9 (a) Absorption spectrum of different concentration of silver nitrate (AgNO3) from
0.01 to 0.1 mol/L. (b) Absorption intensities are plotted as a function of AgNO3
concentrations, revealing a perfect linear relationship. Each data averages the values of 5
independent measurements.

Figure S10 Changes of intensities plotted as a function of laser energy.
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Figure S11 Contact angles change with the incident laser energies.

Figure S12 Fabrication of Au nanospheres on silicon by laser-mediated plasma. Laser power
is 0.5 mW, scanning speed is 100 m/s, and the growth time fixing at 10 hours. Other forms
factors are same with the case of Ag.
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Figure S13 Electromagnetic field simulations at different angles between laser polarizations
and longitudinal orientation of AgNPs. The corresponding laser polarizations are indicated by
arrows. (a) and (d), (b) and (e), (c) and (f) display the enhanced electromagnetic field
distributions at distances of 0 nm, 10nm, and -10 nm, respectively, away from AgNPs surface
when the cross angles are fixed at 30°. (g)-(i) Enhanced electromagnetic field distributions at
distances of 0 nm, 10nm, and -10 nm, respectively, away from AgNPs surface when the cross
angles are fixed at 60°.

Figure S14 The comparison SRES results with different time. Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, and
Case 4 represent growth time of 0 h, 5 h, 8 h and 10 h, respectively. The signal on Bare Si has
been magnified by 100 times. The insets are the corresponding SERS intensity of ~1643 cm-1.
6

Figure S15 SERS stability experiments of AgNPs arrays. The prepared SERS substrates
maintain high sensitivity in detection of R6G molecules (10-6 M) when stored in water under
dark environment for two months.

Figure S16 (a) Sensitivity of SERS performances between AgNPs arrays and commercial
SERS substrate. (b) Uniformity measurements of AgNPs arrays. (c) RSD calculations of the
two SERS substrates. The excitation wavelength is 633 nm. Other form factors are the same.
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Figure S17 Trace detection of different concentration of MNBI molecules with the prepared
substrate.

Figure S18 The resonant effects on the Raman signals of (a) R6G and (b) 4-MBA,
respectively, by comparing the intensity of 532 nm with 633 nm excitation. UV-vis spectrum
of (c) rhodamine 6G (R6G), and (d) 4-Mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA) molecules.
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